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Module 1 Session Objectives 
(sessions in red dependent upon time and interest)

At the end of this workshop you should have the following new 
knowledge and skills:

1. Gain an understanding of a generic model of management 
and leadership 

2. Identify your own preferred working style and be able to 
improve your team working skills

3. Be able to use a framework for effective clear 
communication, especially useful in difficult situations 

4. Use an appreciative management approach
5. Become a more effective negotiator
6. Be able to perform an effective stakeholder analysis
7. Start using organisational alignment and agency to increase 

your chances of completing effective change in healthcare 
systems



What is leadership?

“to create the conditions 

for people to thrive, 

individually and collectively, and 

achieve significant goals”

Leadership. All you need to know. Pendleton and Furnham 2012

ISBN 978 0 230 31945 5



Leadership-the big picture

• What do leaders pay attention to?

– The present and the future

– The task and people/teams



The domains of leadership

Operational 
domain

Strategic 
domain

Interpersonal 
domain

Future and generic

Present and specific

Task People



The tasks of leadership

Setting 
direction

Building and 
maintaining 
relationships

Leadership

Team
working

Delivering results

Creating 
alignment

Planning & 
organising



The tasks and influences 
of leadership

Setting 
direction

Building and 
maintaining 
relationships

Leadership

Team
working

Delivering results

Creating 
alignment

Planning & 
organising

Focus
Learn

Enable

Inspire

Reinforce

Leadership. All you need to know. Pendleton and Furnham 2012
ISBN 978 0 230 31945 5



Five influences of Leadership

• Inspire
• Focus
• Enable
• Reinforce
• Learn

Leadership. All you need to know. Pendleton and Furnham 2012
ISBN 978 0 230 31945 5



Five influences of leadership

• Inspire

– Intellectual

• Understand organisation, trends, context and data

– Emotional

• Appeal to feelings, motivate, trusted, credible, confident

NB What inspires trust?

competence, care, consistency and courage



Five influences of leadership

• Focus

– Attention to objectives, priorities, plans and schedules

• Anodyne but necessary. Best done by detail orientated, 
methodical, disciplined personalities

• Not done leads to loss of confidence and trust

– Maintained over time, and compete with:

• Other priorities

• Tyranny of the urgent

• Emergencies

• Disasters



Five influences of leadership

• Enable

– Give others the

• Mandate, resources, skills to act

• Support with guidance, encouragement, technology, 
rewards



Five influences of leadership

• Reinforce

– Create a moral climate where good performance is 
rewarded and poor performance is managed

– Money

• Above a certain level doesn’t work

• Opportunities, awards, praise and thanks

• Failure to deploy benefits fairly leads to loss of trust



Five influences of leadership

• Learn

– Important to set aside time for review and 
reflection for individual and the team

– Leaders need to show a commitment to personal 
learning

“learning organisations can mean two things: an 
organisation which learns and which wants people 
to learn. It should mean both…..” C Handy



Five influences of Leadership Overcooked

• Inspire
• Overwhelms, disorientates, ? to do. 

• ANTIDOTE: MORE FOCUS

• Focus
• Rigidity, inflexible, “only one way”

• ANTIDOTE: STEP BACK

• Enable
• Step back too far and team feels abdicated, remote from you

• ANTIDOTE: STAY CLOSE TO COLLEAGUES FOR UPDATES AND 
HELP THEM CELEBRATE SUCCESS



Five influences of Leadership Overcooked

• Reinforce
• Reinforcing all the time with rewards leads to cynicism and 

irritation. Overlooks intrinsic motivation

• ANTIDOTE: ENGAGE PEOPLE TO REVIEW THEIR OWN WORK 
IN ORDER TO LEARN

• Learn
• Too much analysis and reflection leads to “paralysis by 

analysis”. Leads to a norm where no one does anything 
without evidence to support that action

• ANTIDOTE: “EVIDENCE IS AN ALLY. LACK OF EVIDENCE IS 
NOT NECESSARILY AN ENEMY. SUPPORT “HUNCHES’ AND 
‘ORGINALITY”



Summary

• Seven tasks of leadership
– Setting direction, (strategic)
– delivering results, (operational)
– building and maintaining relationships (interpersonal)

• Alignment, 
• planning and organising, 
• Teambuilding

• Five influences
– Inspire
– Focus
– Engage
– Reinforce
– Learn



What are the lessons from 
understanding this model?

• For yourself?

• For others?

• For your team?

– Your own management and leadership potential 
may be in a different domain compared to others.

– ? Strategy, ?operational, ?team-building?

• In which domain do you think your strengths lie?



Emerging themes in change and transformation in 
healthcare

Ref: The new era of thinking and practice in change and transformation. NHS IQ White 
Paper July 2014Dominant approach

• Power through hierarchy

• Mission and vision

• Making sense through 
rational argument

• Leadership-driven (top 
down) innovation

• Tried and tested, based on 
experience

• Transactions



The tasks of leadership

Setting 
direction

Building and 
maintaining 
relationships

Leadership

Team
working

Delivering results

Creating 
alignment

Planning & 
organising

Leadership. All you need to know. Pendleton and Furnham 2012
ISBN 978 0 230 31945 5



Emerging themes in change and transformation
Ref: The new era of thinking and practice in change and transformation. NHS 

IQ White Paper July 2014

Dominant approach

• Power through hierarchy

• Mission and vision

• Making sense through 
rational argument

• Leadership-driven (top 
down) innovation

• Tried and tested, based on 
experience

• Transactions

Emerging Direction

• Power through connection

• Shared purpose

• Making sense through 
emotional connection

• Viral (grass roots) creativity

• “Open” approaches, sharing 
ideas and data-co-creating Δ

• Relationships 



The Tasks of leadership

Setting 
direction

Building and 
maintaining 
relationships

Leadership

Team
working

Delivering results

Creating 
alignment

Planning & 
organising

Leadership. All you need to know. Pendleton and Furnham 2012
ISBN 978 0 230 31945 5



The shift in ideas about leadership in the 20th

century

I decide

You decide

Early 20 C Middle 20 C Late 20 C

Hierarchy 
and 

authority

Co-option 
through 
vision

Partnership 
and co-

leadership



The Tasks of leadership

Setting 
direction

Building and 
maintaining 
relationships

Leadership

Team
working

Delivering results

Creating 
alignment

Planning & 
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Leadership. All you need to know. Pendleton and Furnham 2012
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Organising to Execute versus Organising to Learn
How organisations learn, innovate and compete in the knowledge economy. Amy Edmondson. 

Harvard Business School. 2012 ISBN 978-0-7879-7093-2

Management approach

Hiring

Training

Measuring performance

Structuring work

Employee discretion

Empowerment sense

Process goal

Watercooler conversation

Business goal

Works when

Organising to Execute

Conformers, rule followers

Learning before doing

Did YOU do it right?

Separate expertise

Closed among options

Employees can rarely 
deviate from the script 

Drive out variance

About the weather

Make money now

Path forward is clear

Organising to Learn

Problem solvers/experimenters

Learning from doing

Did WE learn?

Integrate expertise

Experiment through trial and 
error

There is no script-improvise

Use variance to analyse
About the work

Make money later

Path forward is not clear



Teamwork Exercise



Leadership

• Relationships

– Working styles

– Communication & critiquing

– Appreciative management

• Output

• Strategy or direction



Working styles (Merrill & Reid 1981)

But first………



Working relationships

• No best work style

• No pure styles

• Single style does not explain the whole person



Working relationships

• Recognize the characteristics of the four 
“work styles”

• Identify your own work-related 
communication style and how others perceive 
you

• Apply strategies to improve communication 
with others

David Merrill & Roger Reid, Personal Styles and Effective Performance, 1981.



Working styles

analytical driver

A
S
K
S

T
E
L
L
S

amiable expressive

CONTROL EMOTION

SHOW EMOTION

A

BC

D



Working styles

analytical

Formal
Measured/systematic
Seeks accuracy/precision
Dislikes /surprises
Wants to know HOW

driver

A
S
K
S

Business like
Fast and decisive
Seeks control
Dislikes inefficiency
Wants to know WHAT

Confirming
Less rushed/ more easy going
Seeks appreciation
Dislikes insensitivity/ 
impatience
Wants to know WHY

Flamboyant
Fast and spontaneous
Seeks recognition
Dislikes boredom/ routine
Wants to know WHO

T
E
L
L
Samiable expressive

CONTROL EMOTION

SHOW EMOTION



The Analytical: Thinking Oriented

Perceived positively as:
 Industrious

 Persistent

 Serious

 Orderly

 Organized

 Cautious

Perceived negatively as:
 Critical

 Picky

 Moralistic

 Stuffy

 Stubborn

 Indecisive



The Driver: Action Oriented

Perceived positively as:
 Decisive

 Independent

 Practical

 Determined

 Efficient

 Assertive

 Risk taker

 Problem solver

 Direct

Perceived negatively as:
 Pushy

 One man/woman show

 Tough

 Demanding

 An agitator

 Cuts corners

 Insensitive



The Expressive: Intuition Oriented

Perceived positively as:
 Verbal

 Inspiring

 Ambitious

 Enthusiastic

 Energetic

 Confident

 Friendly

 Influential

Perceived negatively as:
 A talker

 Overly dramatic

 Impulsive

 Undisciplined

 Excitable

 Egotistical

 Flaky

 Manipulating



The Amiable: Relationship Oriented

Perceived positively as:
 Patient

 Respectful

 Willing

 Agreeable

 Dependable

 Concerned

 Relaxed

 Organized

 Empathetic

Perceived negatively as:
 Hesitant

 Wishy Washy

 Pliant

 Conforming

 Dependent

 Unsure

 Laid back



Backup Working Styles

analytical driver

A
S
K
S

T
E
L
L
S

amiable expressive

CONTROL EMOTION

SHOW EMOTION



Backup Working Mode

analytical driver

A
S
K
S

T
E
L
L
S

amiable expressive

CONTROL EMOTION

SHOW EMOTION



How to Work Better with Other Styles…..
the key is versatility!

When working with analytical:

•Tell HOW first

•Provide data (graphs, stats etc)

•List pros and cons

•Be accurate, logical

•Give them time

•Provide deadlines

•Don’t rush or surprise

When working with Driver:

•Tell WHAT first

•Keep faced paced (efficient)

•Don’t waste time (get to the point!)

•Be businesslike

•Give them choices (allows them to control)

•Talk results

When working with Amiable:

•Tell WHY first

•Use friendly tone of voice, lots of eye contact

•Ask vs. tell them

•Draw out their opinions

•Explore personal life

•Define expectations

•Strive for harmony

•Avoid deciding everything for them

When working with Expressive:

•Tell WHO first

•Keep it fast paced, direct eye contact

•Be enthusiastic, allow for fun

•Support creativity, intuition

•Talk about the big picture, (not the details)

•Handle the details for them

•Value feelings and opinions

•Be flexible



Suggestions to improve your versatility

If you are an Analytical:

•DECLARE, take a stand, make a decision

•Show emotional support for the feelings of 
others and show some excitement and 
involvement in a work relationship

•Talk personally with people about their 
ideas, not dwell strictly on technical and 
abstract subjects

If you are a Driver:

•LISTEN

•Build cooperation into work relationships, 
talk about other people’s ideas

•Avoid the temptation to answer every 
question immediately 

•Learn to make social small-talk!

If you are an Amiable:

•INITIATE ACTION, provide some direction 
and stick to goals and objectives

•Limit the extent to which you pull others 
into your personal matters

•Keep communication more in line with 
business manners

If you are an Expressive:

•LISTEN

•Check, slow down enough to consider the 
facts and feelings of others

•Center conversation less on self

•Tone down emotional reactions by 
presenting factual information and assist in 
defining goals

•Talk more slowly and less during stressful 
situations



Heuristics

• Heuristics or “rules of thumb” 

• Make decisions in complex situations

– Use in medicine

– Use in management



Leadership

• Relationships

– Working styles

– Communication & critiquing

– Appreciative management

• Output

• Strategy or direction



Communication

• Frame
• Right time, place, expectations, permissions, relevant background

• Advocate
• Opinion, assertion, belief, point you wish to make

• Illustrate
• Data (or not) to support that belief

• Inquire
• What is your response to my position?

The Power of Balance. Transforming Self Society and Scientific Inquiry. Torbert
1991. ISBN 0 8039 4068 8



Heuristic useful for….

• Giving and receiving criticism

• Interviews

• Clear communication in everyday situations

• Writing

• When power differences are great between 
you and others



Appreciative Management & Praise
builds interpersonal connections, strengthens teamwork, 

and encourages others to do their best

• Must be sincere

• Specific praise to a specific individual

• No need to be elaborate or lengthy or gushing

• Praise regularly, don’t overdo it. Too much praise loses its meaning

• Avoid manufactured praise

• Use both written and verbal praise

• Don’t attach added work, “conditions” or expectations to praise

• Praising an individual to a third person is very powerful

• None verbal is just as effective: a nod, a handshake, a pat on the 
back

• Ratio of five pieces of praise to one critique

• Praise is not a leadership strategy



Leadership

• Relationships

– Working styles

– Communication & critiquing

– Appreciative management

– Negotiation skills

• Output

• Strategy or direction



Negotiation

• Strength of relationship
• Chunking

– Up (general)
– Down (specific)

• Motivators

• Avoid the word “but” in negotiation

AWAY
Fear of failure

TOWARDS
Desire for success



Negotiation Exercise



Reaching final agreement

• Don’t allow too much time for extended 
consideration

• Avoid talking about compromise
• Recap agreed outcome
• Recap agreed actions of each party
• Confirm agreed timescales
• Hand shake

• Back it ALL up in writing – using the same 
language 



Leadership
if time

• Relationships
– Working styles

– Communication & critiquing

– Appreciative management

– Negotiation

• Output
– Stakeholder analysis

• Strategy or direction
– Effective change



Stakeholder analysis
power and interest mapping

supporters, blockers or neutral?
who is interested in who?

Interest

Power

High

HighLow

Neutral

Blockers

Supporters



Stakeholders
Where am I going to spend my energy?

Interest

Power

High

HighLow

Keep Satisfied

Keep InformedMonitor
(minimum effort)

Manage Closely

Neutral

Blockers

Supporters



Stakeholder analysis process

1. Identify your stakeholders: supporters, blockers or neutrals

2. Work out their power, influence and interest, so you know
who you should focus on.

3. Develop a good understanding of the most important
stakeholders so that you know how they are likely to
respond, and so that you can work out how to win their
support.

4. Record this analysis on a stakeholder map. Consider their
relationships with one another.

………….example



Stakeholder Exercise if requested



3 conditions for promoting change

• Agency:
– Ability to change someone else’s actions

• Awareness:
– Of the nature of the problem to be addressed

• Alignment:
– Aligning your project with political and 

organisational objectives

Source: Ballard (2005)



• Alignment + Awareness, but no/little agency =
talking shop



• Alignment + opportunity for Agency, but 
little/no developed awareness 

= actions will tend to miss the point 



• Awareness + opportunity for Agency, but 
no/little alignment 

= person will probably be ignored 



Agency

Awareness

Alignment
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Module 2 Session Objectives 

At the end of this workshop you should have the following new 
skills:

1. Gain an understanding of how you currently make decisions 
and handle risk

2. Gain insights into some common errors from decision 
making based on “analysis”

3. Examine a “process” for decision making.
4. Practice looking at some of your decisions using the process 

method and evaluating its usefulness
5. Feel more confident in making decisions involving risk in the 

future



Risk management and decision making 
Good decisions minimise risk



Factors to consider when faced with or 
initiating change

Rational
Political

Emotional

Some authorities argue that leadership is about harnessing power that is intrinsically 
political, and conceptualised into rational and emotional elements.  If interested

G. Sheard, A.P. Kakabadse, N.K. Kakabadse, (2011) "Organisational politics: reconciling leadership's rational-
emotional paradox", Leadership & Organization Development Journal, Vol. 32 Iss: 1, pp.78 - 97 



Change:
Considering outcomes

Positive

UnintendedIntended

Negative



Considering outcomes

UnintendedIntended

Rational
Political
Emotional

Rational
Political
Emotional

Rational
Political
Emotional

Rational
Political
Emotional



Decision making, bias and illusion

BIAS
Cognitive ease
Availability
Regression to the mean
Anchoring
Attention
Confirmation
Duration neglect
Loss aversion
Affect heuristic etc etc



Decision making and risk bias

Certain Risk Uncertain

Zero risk 
fallacy

100 x (3 +c)/n%

Ludbrook J, Lew MJ Estimating the risk 
of rare complications: is the 'rule of 
three' good enough? 
ANZ J Surg 2009 Jul;79(7-8):565-70



Decision making and risk bias

Certain Risk Uncertain

Zero risk 
fallacy



Decision making and risk bias

Certain Risk Uncertain

Zero risk 
fallacy

The turkey 
fallacy

FEAST DAY



Decision making and heuristics in complex 
situations

Herbert Simon
Daniel Kahneman
Gerd Gigerenzer

• Use heuristics or simple rules of thumb
• Easy to remember and can be employed immediately



Is the minimum systolic blood 
pressure over the last 24 hours >91? 

no

high risk

yes

Is age > 62.5?

no

low risk  

yes

Is sinus tachycardia present?

no

low risk

yes

high risk A simple decision tree for classifying incoming heart attack victims as 
high risk or low risk  patients. Adapted from Breiman et al 1993



Analysis v process



Making a decision

• Four steps

– You encounter a choice

– You analyse your options

– You make a choice

– Then you live with it



Making decisions
some data and assumptions

• We are rarely stumped

• The most accessible information is all we need

• Track record is poor in organisations

• Process in decision making matters more than 
analysis by a factor of six



Group Exercises

• Identify decisions that you have made, need 
to make or would like to make in your 
organisation

• Then use the process that now follows to 
improve your decision making and lesson risk



Four villains of decision making

• Narrow framing 

– unduly limiting options

• Confirmation Bias 

– seeking out information that supports our beliefs

• Short term emotion

– being swayed by emotions that fade

• Overconfidence on our predictions

– Having too much confidence in our predictions

Decisive: how to make better 
decisions. Heath C. & Heath D. 



Four villains of decision making

• Narrow framing

– Normal state we have intuitive feelings and 
opinions about almost everything that comes your 
way: like/dislike; trust/distrust; predicting 
success/failure

– Eg Difficult employee

• Fire/Keep



Four villains of decision making

• Confirmation bias

– Seek out information that bolsters your belief

• Smoking and lung cancer

– Attention to information in front of you. WYSIATI. 
The spotlight effect

– Confirmation bias looks scientific but collecting 
data “cooks the books” and dooms the pros and 
cons method



Four villains of decision making

• Short term emotion

– When we have a difficult decision to make, our 
feelings come into the equation and we agonize

• Expand business v staying put-data sheets

• Buying a house

• Tattoo removal 61,535 in 2009



Four villains of decision making

• Overconfidence

– People think they know more about how the 
future will unfold than they do

• The Beatles contract

• Intel and memory chips



Decision making process

• Widen your options

• Reality test your assumptions

• Attain distance before deciding

• Prepare to be wrong



Widen your options

• Avoid a narrow frame
– Opportunity cost
– Vanishing options test

• Multitrack
– Consider options (not too many) simultaneously

• Keeps egos in check
• Beware sham options

• Toggle between prevention and promotion strategies
• Find someone who has solved your problem

– Look inside and outside your organisation
– Use playlist to spark ideas
– Use analogies to look for ideas



Reality test your assumptions

• Consider the opposite
– Hunt for information that counteracts our tendency to 

confirm

• Spark constructive disagreement
• Gather trustworthy information
• Consider the opposite of your instincts
• Create a deliberate mistake to test assumptions
• Zoom in and zoom out
• Ask an expert
• Run small experiments to test your theories



Attain distance before deciding

• Overcome distracting short term emotions

– Mere exposure + loss aversion = status quo

• Look at the situation as an observer

• What would my successor do?

• Difficult decisions are often a sign of conflict in 
your core priorities

– Identify your core priorities and analyse against 
lesser priorities



Prepare to be Wrong

• Bookend the future
– Lower bookend for potential failure
– Upper bookend for unanticipated success-could we cope?
– Have a safety factor

• Set a tripwire
– Especially useful when change is gradual
– Stops escalating investment in poor decisions
– Best tripwires triggered by patterns not dates/metrics or 

budgets

• Trusting the process
– Decisions by groups must be seen as fair-bargain?
– Procedural justice is important
– Process provides confidence in a decision



Significant Sources of information for Modules 1 & 2
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Palgrave MacMillan. 2012 ISBN 978-0-230-31945-5

Personality and Intelligence at Work. Furnham A. Routledge. 2008 ISBN 978-1-84169-586-0

The Power of Balance: Transforming Self, Society and Scientific Inquiry. Torbert W. Sage 1991 ISBN 0-8039-4068-8

Better Doctors, Better Patients, Better Decisions. Ed Gigerenzer G and Muir Gray JA.MIT Press. 2011 ISBN 978-0-262-01603-2

Gut Feelings: short cuts to better decision making. Gigerenzer G. Penguin. 2007  ISBN 978-0-14101591-0

Judgement under uncertainty: Heuristics and biases. Ed. Kahneman D, Slovic P, Tversky A. Cambridge University Press. 1982  ISBN 
978-0-521-28414-1

Risk Savvy: How to make good decisions. Gigerenzer G. Penguin.2015 ISBN 978-0-241-95461-4

Reckoning with Risk: Learning to live with uncertainty. Gigerenzer G. Penguin. 2002. ISBN 978-0-14-029786-7

Switch: How to change things when change is hard. Heath C and Heath D. RH Business Books. 2011 ISBN 9781847940322
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Review of Modules 1 and 2


